In such a model, Manner features such as [nasal] and [lateral] correspond to specific expansions of (1). Obstruents are represented as segments which only have features on the highest level, while sonorants require further expansion. This will be illustrated below.
upon are sonority (the model in (1) permits us to define the sonority value of a segment derivatively, namely as a function of its internal structure), and the characterisation of natural classes of consonants. This paper is organised as follows: first, I will illustrate this model by way of the representations of non-complex consonants and comment briefly on the relation between the continuancy contrast on the obstruent level, which separates obstruent stops from fricatives, and that on the sonorant level, which, as we will see, separates laterals from rhotics (section 1). The main topic is the representation of complex segments (section 2). Finally, I briefly discuss Basque Stop Deletion, a rule in which Manner plays a crucial role (section 3).
Preliminaries: non-complex consonants
In this section I show how segments which do not involve internal branching of Manner features are represented. The discussion is limited to consonants. I assume that vowels (and glides) differ in a fundamental way from consonants: they lack Manner features altogether, and are distinct from consonants because of their Major Class specification (cf. van de Weijer 1991a 
Natural classes and complex consonants
I will now turn to specific advantages claimed for the organisation I propose.
First, it is able to provide a non-arbitrary characterisation of the groups of segments which typically function together in phonological rules or con straints. Various natural classes can be distinguished. Obstruents and sonorants are structurally different. The left-hand branch of (1) Also, it is expected that all segments that have [stop] , that is, nasals, stops and laterals, can function as a natural class (cf. section 3 below). Finally, it is expected that the sonorant [stop] segments, nasals and laterals, function as a class in phonological rules. These predictions are correct, but an exemplifica tion which would do justice to the diversity of the phenomena to be con sidered would exceed the scope of the present paper.
Second, the organisation in (1) embodies a calculus which generates a set of segments which have been described as 'complex' in the literature. An algorithm of this sort is completely absent in current work in feature geometry, and I will therefore discuss this point in some detail. It will be seen that increasingly complex representations denote increasingly rare segments.
I will start by examining the representation of affricates, a class of segments non-controversially regarded as complex. It has been shown by Hualde (e.g. 1988) and Lombardi (1990) that affricates are best regarded as single segments combining the features [stop] and [cont] . Thus, these features are not two values of a single binary feature, but two independent unary features which appear on different autosegmental tiers in underlying representation (cf. section 3 below).
A separate question arises in such a representation of affricates, namely where Place is specified. The standard assumption would most likely be that there is a Place node, attached to the Root node, possibly via an intermediate Supralaryngeal node. A more restrictive hypothesis is possible, however. In van de Weijer (1990 Weijer ( , 1991b I proposed that individual Place features in the underlying representation of affricates are directly linked only to [cont] . This is intended to capture the generalisation that affricates and fricatives are typically found at the same places of articulation, either in particular language inventories, or cross-linguistically. The result is that affricates are represented as in (5a) (in (5) and below, 'Place' refers to any of the Place features, not to a node).
Place may in principle also be specified on the other Manner feature present, namely [stop] , as in (5b). This denotes a single segment consisting of a continuant unmarked for Place, and a stop articulation that is marked for Place. This representation is a natural one for /s/ plus stop clusters, for which unit status has been claimed by a number of researchers (cf. Ewen 1982 and references cited there). Evidence consists of the widely postulated hypothesis that /s/ plus stop clusters syllabify as a single unit in English, that they only alliterate with themselves in verse, and that they are often more difficult to split up by epenthesis than regular clusters. It has also been noted that the /s/ part in such clusters is more liable to deletion than the stop part, for example in reduplication morphology (Broselow 1991) . Parallels with the behaviour of affricates are discussed in van de Weijer (1991b) . In (7b) the non-head Manner feature is again underspecified for Place. This is a desirable result, because the place of articulation of the nasal part of a prenasalised stop is predictable, and should therefore be left out of the underlying representation.
I should like to note that a segment cannot be prenasalised unless some Manner specification is present. Since vowels and glides are Mannerless segments, prenasalised vowels or glides cannot exist (cf. also Steriade 1991 for discussion). The representation of prenasalised stops in (7b) exhausts the range of possibilities of expansion within the lefthand branch of the Manner node, because by geometrical definition only [stop] obs can be head.
With respect to the [cont] branch of the Manner node, the representation of simple laterals was given in (4) above, in which the head feature [cont] obs enters into a daughter-dependent relation with [stop] . These features can also enter into a sister-dependent relation. The result is given in (8a) (where it is assumed that all liquids are Coronal):
The representation in (8a) seems adequate for fricative laterals /+/. In such segments, the part of the Manner specification that is head is the single Manner expansion of [cont] . Hence, the segment is expected to group with obstruent fricatives. Evidence that lateral fricatives are obstruents comes from languages like Ao (Gowda 1972) , where / + / is classed with the obstruents in that it is able to occur in all positions in the morpheme (unlike /l/, which cannot appear finally). The rhotic counterparts of lateral fricatives are rhotic fricatives (8b). Such segments have also been reported, although relevant empirical material is scarce.
In (8a) both liquid types are represented with a Coronal node. It has been noted that segments like these are typically formed at a Coronal place of articulation. This has been formalised by attaching the feature [lateral] to the Coronal node in the feature geometry (Levin 1988) . Notice that this would be quite contradictory to the idea adopted here that Manner features dominate Place features, and not vice versa. Moreover, Shaw (1991) has shown that attaching [lateral] under Coronal makes a wrong prediction about coronal harmony systems: when in such systems Coronal spreads, [lateral] does not necessarily spread along. She therefore proposes to deal with this cross-linguistic regularity by way of a redundancy rule which makes all segments that are [lateral] also Coronal. This proposal is adopted here.
The representations in (8) The fact that Manner configurations like that in (9) are ill-formed is due to the fact that dependency is a relation between two, not three, entities:
[stop] obs in (9) would have to be sister to [stop] The only reasonable interpretation here is that of prenasalised affricates or fricatives. No contrast can be expressed between the two categories. This may in fact be a good result, because, as Steriade (1991) points out, (a) there are no languages which contrast the two, (b) there are languages in which the two occur in free variation, and (c) there are languages in which prenasalisation of a fricative yields a prenasalised affricate. The hypothesis in (10) that the two have the same phonological representation may therefore not be unwelcome. Now consider possible segment types with both [stop] and [cont] , and further structure on the [cont] branch, given in (11): In (11a) the representation is of lateral affricates /t+/, which occur in native American languages such as Navaho and Tlingit, as well as others (Maddieson 1984) . Again, the [cont] obs may also dominate [cont] instead of [stop] . The resulting segment is a rhotic affricate (11b). Phonological evidence about such segments is scarce, as was the case for rhotic fricatives. However, in the Chilean language Araucanian, described by Echeverría and Contreras (1965) , a rhotic retroflex affricate occurs, which alternates with a single retroflex stop. The language allows no clusters except for ordinary affricates and these rhotic affricates, which is reason to regard both as single segments (cf. also Key 1978:284) . Similar evidence can be obtained from Melanesian languages, discussion of which would go beyond the scope of this paper.
The final kinds of complex segments generated by the theory are those which expand both branches fully, as for example in (12):
In this model prenasalised liquids are the only kinds of prenasalised sonorants permitted. In Fiji, described by Maddieson (1989) , the prenasalised postalveolar stop is sometimes realised as a prenasalised trill, so a priori we should not rule out this kind of segment (for the Fiji phoneme, cf. also Hockett 1955:124 and Schutz 1963) . A prenasalised rhotic is also reported for Malagasy (Herbert 1986 ). As they are the most elaborate of the complex segments generated here, with expansion on both Manner sides, we expect them to be the rarest. Note furthermore that (12) may also represent a prenasalised rhotic affricate, just like (10) could stand for a prenasalised fricative or affricate. A prenasalised rhotic affricate occurs in Logo (Goyvaerts 1983), where it is explicitly claimed to be a single segment on the basis of syllabic structure.
This exhausts the combinatorial possibilities present in the model in (1). For other types of complex segments, such as clicks and postnasalised stops, other resources must be found. This might involve allowing for the possibility that a single timing position can dominate two root nodes (cf. van der Hulst and van de Weijer in progress).
Basque stop deletion revisited
In Basque, an obstruent stop is deleted before other obstruent stops, nasals, and laterals in certain morphologically defined environments (Hualde 1988 , Lombardi 1990 , and others). Examples are given in (13) 
Conclusion
The geometry of Manner features presented here is able to express the Manner properties of segments adequately by taking into account the airstream characteristics of segments as well as phonological considerations. It affords a non-arbitrary characterisation of natural classes like stops, continuants, etc., and divides obstruents from sonorants into two structurally different natural classes. Also inherent to the geometry is a calculus which generates a set of complex consonants and complex segment types like /s/ plus stop clusters. In this respect the proposal advanced here is a step on the way towards an integrated theory of segmental structure.
